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g considerations are a summary of the key aspects relating to retail parks as
e market report “Retail Parks in Germany. Positioning and Profiling—How Do
ome Brands?” which MEC published in October 2016 with partners Corpus
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buyers suffer—the continued increase in sale
parks and hybrid malls in Germany is pushing
e diligence and the management of objects in
ever higher. For investors, retail parks’ image
Until a few years ago, they were a non-core
uality, well-located, and long-term-leased retail
dered part of the core segment.

ent increases the pressure to further
the industry. The goal is to keep the risk-return
rnings situation at a constant level. An important
aining or even increasing property values in
ng returns is a 360° brand strategy.

es retail parks safer investments

Moritz Felix Lück is Head of Marketing & PR at MEC Metrot are developed and managed as brands are
ECE Centermanagement. Image: MEC
than unbranded (no-name) centers. This is true
nvestors and tenants alike. An analysis by GfK of
retail parks in Germany shows that retail parks that are developed as brands have lower risk
stors. Basically, branded centers perform better than those that are not brands. That’s because
ers” are extremely dependent on hypermarkets as anchor tenants because they have a low nonnants.

s are more diversified and reach an average productivity per unit of area that is 3% higher than
enters—despite their much greater proportion of lower-turnover, non-food suppliers. In other
g strengthens retailers’ sales and lowers the risk for investors through diversification.
tenant mix in branded centers also achieves higher rental income for investors. The
her proportion of higher-margin, non-food vendors compared to unbranded centers allows this.
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enge for investors and operators is to provide branding and 360° brand management. There are
t ideas about what is meant (or not) by this in the real estate industry. I present a holistic brand
w, which establishes a systematic, structured, and customer- and market-oriented product policy
ll asset and center management. This approach is based on brand instruments that are already
FMCG sector. Considered structurally, after all, retail parks are also products that need to be
managed with appropriate instruments.

rofile, and branding—creating added value to counter yield compression

onderful phenomenon—basically nothing more than an idea, yet enormously powerful. Brands
e to obtain a higher price for the same performance as would come from an unbranded provider
d positively and sustainably differentiates one product or service from another from the
he relevant target groups.
we must first answer three simple questions.

1: Where am I?
2: Who am I?
3: How do you recognize me and my reliability?

uestion: Can every investor and center operator answer these questions for each center?
https://www.across-magazine.com/forward-looking-orientation-retail-parks-hybrids-positioning-profiling-branding/
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the answer, because it is about future viability. In times of increasing yield compression for
nswer to this question is crucial for ensuring returns. Proper strategic alignment and
operational management are indispensable, especially for investors who invest only in core or

est in value-add and opportunistic objects have the corresponding ability to (re-)orient a location.
damental importance for retailers’ expansion managers to be able to understand a center’s

ofile in all material respects. Profiling is aimed at delineation and core competencies. It
ailed execution of the positioning of a precision-tailored product.

make clear what consumers (and tenants) can find and expect on site. It is equally
wever, to define what a center does not provide. Hornbach is a very good example of the
ofiling of a big-box operator.

target-group and demand-oriented positioning (see Question 1 after “Positioning”), without a
of what they stand for and what they don’t (see Question 2 after “Product concept and profile”),
arrowly-defined value proposition and integrated communication (see Question 3 after “The
estors problems.

hants’ perspective, it is important that a retail park supports tenants in their own brand
n addition, good retail parks ensure that tenants earn more revenue by coupling effects than
ther sites. Next to generating customer loyalty, that is a retail park’s most important task as a
h good track records are always attractive expansion targets, partly because of their higher
unit of area.

e always inextricably intertwined B2C and B2B brands. This must be kept in mind, because
ze on the B2C aspects of center brands. Investors can only realize the added value in monetary
center brands bring to tenants in the B2B context, however.

rand enables investors to set the higher prices garnered by branded products, for example with
and sales.

B brand does a branded park become effective from the investment side (see graphic “Center
shed center brands are an expression of the quality and stability of a retail park when the brand
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get group for a center brand is the consumers, who appreciate brands for many reasons (see
groups”). They prefer shopping centers with clear and consistent product and service
retail parks, it’s all about fast, efficient, and time-saving shopping. They must be easily reached
e parking, and have good retailers and services all under one roof with a reasonable quality of

ry product design as a brand basis

es for the real estate industry: When it comes to branding, product policy and product
re key issues! Structurally, retail parks are products like any other. They are complex products,
lso have to satisfy the requirements of B2B and B2C activities.

oduct and performance characteristics must be defined based on an analysis of the target
mpetition. This covers elements such as the segment and tenant mix, center facilities, the
ical equipment and operating technology, branding, signposting systems, and more. These
how that a 360° brand strategy is a very complex undertaking, requiring the very close
various stakeholders, including investors, operators, service partners, retailers, and architects.
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on is impossible without a coordinated and comprehensive product concept that views the
rom the perspective of service provision rather than that of segments. Overcoming disciplinary
avor a task-based analysis is a core challenge for the real estate industry.

esign should, if possible, also create a real USP inherent in the product. Such an in-depth
tail park’s relevant competition is necessary to identify a demand-oriented USP appropriate to
he important thing is to be guided by your audiences’ needs.

in the product could be, in addition to the tenant and segment mix (rather difficult), services,
new store concepts, etc. A multidimensional USP is ideal, for example composed of a good
asant shopping environment, and good services.

a dual role in a shopping center’s product concept. They are service providers in the B2C
fill the brand promise of the entire retail park (for the consumer target group). In the B2B
e paying customers (for the investor and the operator) whose wishes must be taken into

ements must therefore be considered in all aspects of the brand and value proposition, including
he product concept. There is already acute need for this, for example with regard to the
pond to the changing area needs of tenants from different segments. Drugstores and hardware
mple, are tending to grow, while hypermarkets and electronics stores are likely to reduce their

freed up, this provides opportunities to alter a center’s segment and tenant mix. This is
er to achieve higher frequency and coupling effects with a strong center brand. The
o help in continuing to provide clear and competitive positioning.

the competitive landscape of customers’ demand maps: Positioning means setting up a center
-defined target groups and their needs as a retail location. A demand-orientation can be
y when a center differentiates itself from the competition and/or closes gaps in the required
nsumers. Matching one-to-one what the competition provides creates no clear positioning.

ow shows how the retail park commercial format is generally positioned from a consumer
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ur-quadrant matrix shows how important the positioning of retail formats is. The coordinate
s of price orientation on the Y-axis and purchase motivation (routine shopping versus
pping) on the X-axis.

is highly problematic. That is the dangerous market position that has no particular profile and
g market share for years. For retailers and retail properties, there are basically only two ways to
m the gray and deadly middle: routine or experience shopping.

rs and their tenants are evolving towards experience shopping. Shops and centers are taking
ive functions. Progressive concepts achieve this with a multichannel strategy, since consumers
nnectivity with other areas of life.

price-oriented routine shopping, stores and the retail park platforms have a clear distribution
successful in this sector requires a market-dominant position, as the sales volume must be
low margins.

nded retail parks are clearly positioned in the “price-oriented with little experience” quadrant.
nants in retail parks have also been working on their positioning in recent years.
as the food trade, drugstores, and hardware stores have lifted branding, marketing concepts,
advertising to a new level. Other segments are not so far along.

nd management is a daily task
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ncept must be developed continuously because the demands of consumers and tenants are
ging. This must be accounted for through anticipatory further development, for example of the
and quality of stay. After all, brands are the result of a variety of integrated measures, and
iences based on them, carried out over a longer period.

ment is the concerted and interdisciplinary planning, orchestrating, transferring, and monitoring
res.

ctor that causes the failure of 360° brand management is a lack of true interdisciplinary work. A
nnot be established if the center management, rental management, marketing, and technical
l property management do not manage a retail park as a brand in the same team and instead
e for themselves and according to their own logic. How is this implemented in daily operations?

nagement is a brand’s main maintainer and developer. The local staff take care of marketing
e services to tenants, initiate measures to promote sales, ensure good quality of stay, etc. They
t service partners like facility management providers fulfill their duties to the center. A clean
cleared snow, and many other things are visible expressions of whether a center is a positive

e center management must take care of strategic issues. A brand-appropriate rental concept
ped and implemented in collaboration with the rental management. An active and prudent
ment on-site can detect risks and opportunities for product and brand early.
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may allow it in time to develop appropriate measures in close cooperation with other
ether it’s to prevent trading down or to take advantage of opportunities to increase value. The
r groups are the start and end point for these considerations, too.

d all other retail buildings must be geared to the needs of their customers. Few would disagree
ent. The question is, how does one define target groups or, more precisely: How should we
oups now to create a retail property as a (brand) product?

ll help here: Whom does the following audience definition apply to?

certainly not the same target audience. This simple example shows that socio-demographic
simply insufficient for accurately defining target groups.

nt to develop a shopping center must decide whether they wish to attract customers like Prince
y Osbourne.

Ozzy, the hedonist, they can, however, address other hedonists as well, regardless of age or
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That’s because the
lives of Ozzy and
the hedonists have
much in common,
even as Ozzy and
Prince Charles do
not—even if they
are
sociodemographic
twins.

Connecting with the
lives of the target
groups is essential
ny products, including retail parks, have no real, product-inherent USP.

an example from the consumer goods sector: Whether you have a smartphone from Apple or
ally doesn’t matter as far as its benefits are concerned (battery life excluded).

portant from a consumer perspective is which manufacturer and which model best fits their
their lives. The heavy competitive pressure requires that providers make an emotional case to
connect with their respective living environments.

e pressure and the expansion of retai, has also shifted the market power of retail outlets in favor
t is important to look at the people and the entire frame of reference of their living
This is the only way to realize that Ozzy and the hedonists belong to the same target audience.

ye toast—simple guiding questions for brand due diligence

res an object as an investor should carry out brand due diligence. The cooperation between the
d center managers necessary to identify and acquire a target object can allow the investors’
xpected returns to be checked more sustainably for success.

o consider whether the product, target audiences, and competitive position match, whether a
t, whether it has been maintained, etc. A formally strong tenant mix alone is not meaningful
ure one is buying a good product. Such brand due diligence is also recommended for tenants
w location. It serves the same purpose of minimizing the risks associated with expansion.

ks such as profitability and the condition of the building and its equipment help, but they leave
pects that are important for a retail park’s continued success. Be honest: Who so far has been in
mparing a center’s offer with the catchment area’s requirements? Buyers are often enough
e fact that the tenant mix is composed mostly of well-known chain stores.
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is on leases, maturities, etc. Such a narrow focus can miss the fact that a nominally strong
already no longer cover the demand from consumers and the competition. An erosion of
ge occurs only gradually, but it can be caught in time through a thorough examination.

ence is a comprehensive examination of a retail park from the perspective of consumers,
erators and is recommended for locations above a certain size.

a retail park or big box-oriented shopping center, it is especially important to perform an expert
elated aspects to determine whether a commercial location really has a future as an overall
an audit is complex and requires adequate expertise, data, and analysis.

able shows the general key questions and themes for brand due diligence alone that must be
valuated in relation to the consumer. The aspects relating to tenant requirements are excluded.
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ence regarding customer needs is based, like all customer-oriented approaches, on precise
respective center’s customers and the target groups in the catchment area you want to reach.

ance is whether there is a detailed analysis of the competition that clarifies, among other
sections of one’s own position with that of each of one’s competitors. The intersections include,
get groups, the offer (segment and tenant mix), and modernization intervals.

paring them with the competition can one determine whether a center has an elaborate
cept, i.e. whether it covers a clear need and has a decisive and sustainable unique selling point
ition lacks.

park product must be examined in this regard. Criteria for this are, for example, the segment
the modernity of tenant concepts, the center’s technical equipment, branding, and quality of
what is hopefully a good product, a corresponding communication of the brand should be
implements and transmits the positioning and brand promise. One must also consider at this
er adequate marketing budgets are available. Branding is impossible without communication.

out careful brand due diligence, the decision to buy a retail park or a big box-oriented shopping
ble. Whoever wants to be really sure in the end that they’re adding a rock star and not rye toast
must not skip this crucial test.
360° brand strategy is a long-term success factor for asset management

leading parts of retailing to decouple from the retail real estate market: Online sales tend to
il properties, even with sometimes high click & collect rates of up to 40%. Due to various
n assume that shopping in the food retail segment and others in local supply will continue to
arily offline in the coming years. This makes retail properties that are heavily oriented toward
re interesting for investors. This absolutely includes retail parks, which are less susceptible to
commerce. But the number of objects in Germany is limited and good retail parks are now also
0 times their purchase price.

ng point for institutional investors is becoming increasingly similar due to historically low
and because, at least in the traditional core segment (without retail parks), investors have very
xpectations, properties can be valued and priced sustainably and successfully only by
operty’s long-term success factors. A 360° brand strategy is a long-term success factor.
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ed on a target group and competitive product concept, is the foundation for every managed
t is therefore crucial that retail parks, too, are a distinctive and credible brand. Asset and center
actively build that brand. To communicate the brand effectively to the customers, it is almost
rm an advertising community among the tenants and the center management. Tenants and
ointly ensure that the center develops positive brand recognition—ideally one that is better than

nter managers use the brand to position the retail park successfully in the market, they can
nt market position in the object’s catchment area and a high level of acceptance and strong
y. This is absolutely necessary for the format’s fundamentally routine-oriented shopping
e dominant market position allows tenants to achieve high productivity per unit of area, which
position to change their concepts and constantly to offer their customers something new. The
e cycle that ensures sustainable returns and rising value.

“retail parks” include, in particular, those around 260 properties in Germany that have at least one large-scale
at least two other large-scale non-food vendors on a total sales area of over 10,000 sq m that have any
ctural connection between them and a common parking lot.
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